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Executive Summary 

For three weeks we provided a primary (major b) and alternative count (primary V) up and we keep tracking both 

until one or the other is disproven. Two weeks ago we projected a major b top anywhere between SPX2025-2060, 

with an ideal target of SPX2025-2050. Price hit 2056 on Tuesday and reversed providing the 3rd largest drop (34p) 

since the February 10, SPX1810 low: February 22-24 (SPX1947-1891; 56p) March 4-10 (SPX2009-1970; 39p), 

February 26-29 (SPX1963-1932; 31p). Hence, so far this wave appears to fall within the same degree as the latter 

two (30-40p) range. The NDX fails to look impulsive and also SPY is hard to count as a clear impulse. The European 

markets look ready to break down. 

Several sell signals are setting up, but nothing confirmed yet. COMPQ, RUT and NYA all failed last week to move past 

critical levels (pivots, trendlines, SMAs), while price on the SPX could still reach 2080s; but it will then be a 

“screecher” up. 
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Elliot wave update: 5 vs 3 

The SPY has reached it’s 5=1 and bullflag target at around SPY205. Note that SPY had not made much progress since 

Thursday last week (March 17), but is still channel surfing. A break below the green trend channel will be another 

indication of the up trend ending.  

Counting an impulse up is rather tricky we must admit, especially of the (green) minor 4 low, and it is not very clear 

as none of the typical wave extensions for either (green) minor 5 (176.4-200%) or (red) intermediate iii (138.2-

161.8%) were hit. In fact iii didn’t even reach the 123.6% extension, but only the 114.2% (not shown); very 

uncommon for a 3rd wave. 

Figure 1. SPY hourly chart: 5=1 and bull flag target reached.  
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The NDX exemplifies the impulse conundrum we are facing. IF it topped at around c=a, which is normally the 3rd of 

a 3rd wave (see insert), price should not drop any lower or we have overlap again. Note that here we moved the “1?” 

to the February 18 high to avoid overlap with the “4?” March 10 low. Again we have to do a lot of adjusting/tricks 

to try to make this an impulse. We don’t like that; impulses are clean and clear, hitting target Fib-extension pretty 

accurate. We have neither in this case. That’s suspect. 

Figure 2. NDX hourly chart: c=a target reached. Overlap with green c will mean top is in. 
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We know that the FTSE tracks the SPX very well: click here. On Thursday the FTSE put in a rather ominous candle 

after having completed what looks like a fractal (orange ovals). The blue arrow shows a possible “you are here” 

comparison with Fall 2015. The Bollinger Bands are very tight foretelling of a large move to come, while all TIs are 

pointing down, wanting to see lower prices. Only a serious stick save (with new highs) will turn this chart “bullish” 

again. The purple line in the back is the SPX. Given this (extreme) correlation between US and EU markets, this FTSE 

chart should foretell us about the fate of the US markets.  

Figure 3 FTSE TIs want to see lower lows, will SPX follow? 
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http://investingintelligent.com/2016/03/20/what-do-the-european-markets-tell-us-about-the-us/
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Market update. 

Price hit the 76.4% retrace of the 2135-1810 move, and the grey trendline and reversed, we have an initial A.I. sell 

signal and the daily SAR flipped above price, for the first time since the February 10 low: short term downtrend. The 

MACD has not given a sell signal yet.  New highs will mean the blue trendline is on tap which connects with the ATH 

made May 2015. That’s all there is to it. 

Figure 4. SPX daily TI chart. Hit 76.4% retrace and reversed. Initial A.I. Sell Signal. TIs pointing down. SAR above price 
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The weekly COMPQ chart shows price reversed at the weekly pivot level (4844), and several TIs start to look toppy 

(RSI5, A.I. and FSTO are somewhat pointing down). The purple circle is an important target zone as it’s where price 

support was (Red dotted horizontal line) and where the down pointing 50w SMA resides. The latter clearly shows 

that price has not been above the 50w SMA for all of 2016; that’s bearish. In addition it’s pointing down; that’s 

bearish too. Since the low struck in March 2009, the former has happened a few times (2010, 2011, 2015) but the 

latter never. Hence, price below the 50w SMA and the 50w SMA pointing down is as bearish as it gets since that low. 

Figure 5. COMPQ weekly chart: price reversed at pivot level. Purple circle is target zone. 
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For 3 weeks now, the Russel 2000 (small cap index) has tried to break out above the red trendline, but has been 

unsuccessful. It tried the same late 2015 with the lower green trend line, and was unsuccessful then too. The result 

of that is obvious: more downside.  

Figure 6. RUT weekly chart: Price still not able to break above the red trendline 
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Market breadth 

Using crosses of a slow and fast moving EMA of the NYMO (McClellan Oscillator of the NYA) we can get buy and sell 

signals. The latest signal is a sell, black –fast- EMA crosses red –slow- EMA from above and we can see how the 

market faired over the past 2+ years with such signals. It topped rather immediately in all 5 prior cases, but 1. Hence, 

odds favor an immediate top (either directly or after a slightly marginal higher high). Note that the NYA was rejected 

at the 200d SMA and red trendline. Note also how the 200d SMA has been pointing down since August 2015. In bull 

markets the 200d SMA points up, the 50d SMA (blue line) is above it and price is above the 50d. Now the 50d is 

below the 200d and only price is above it. That’s simple not bullish. 

Figure 7. NYA with NYMO buy/sell indicator on sell. Price rejected at red trendline and 200d SMA. 
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Market breadth remains (slightly) negative across all breadth indicators we track, so that’s short term bearish. But 

the SPXMO ended for the 2nd day outside its lower Bollinger Band and may need to bounce back in; and so will 

then price.  

Figure 8. SPXMO closed for 2nd day outside Bollinger band; bounce necessary!?. 
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Miscellaneous  

Our long term simple moving averages chart (LT-SMA), and Short term (ST-SMA) continue to improve as price climbs 

higher but still neither are in full-blown bullish mode. The ST is now half-bullish. The LT chart is still ~75% bearish. 

That’s all there is to it; still no full blown bullish charts. 

Figure 9. LT-SMA chart remains bearish, but did improve  ST-SMA chart continues to improve, but still not fully 

 this week     bullish yet. Price stalled at dotted bench mark    

 

Below is how a bullish chart looks likes, everything points up. Price > fastest SMAs > slowest SMAs. That simple. 

 

For easy comparison we added below how a bullish chart for each would look like: price above all SMAs, all SMAs 

pointing up including the benchmark SMA, and all SMAs are above this benchmark SMA. Clearly the current charts 

are still (very) bearish. It doesn’t get any simpler than this. Of course, the charts can change at any moment going 

forward, as charts don’t predict the future. But what they tell us now, and we need to listen to that is that long term 

things are still bearish, short term we’re looking up. That’s all there is to it. 

  

The “Ebola scare” correction 

in 2014 didn’t even register 

on the LT chart! 

Continued improvement 
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On Thursday VIX was rejected at the lower trendline; what once was support may now act as resistance. It needs to 

move back above that line to allow for more upside.  

The VIX: CPCE ratio remains low; as VIX is low and the CPCE is also relatively low (it dropped further on Thursday and 

is now at 0.82; nothing screaming “bottom” levels). Since high VIX: CPCE readings clearly coincide with bottoms and 

low readings with tops, this tells us we’re closer to a top than bottom. 

Figure 10. VIX daily chart: at bottom levels but rejected at trendline. VIX:CPCE remains at peak levels. 
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